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Evolution Gaming  has been a leader in the live gaming space since their inception in 2006.
Providing content for some of the biggest names in the industry, such as William Hill and 888
Gaming, Evolution now brings its impressive lineup to Cleopatra Casino .
Evolution has gained a following due to their volume and quality production means. Each of the
gaming platforms they hosts feature an immersive experience for the user. Applying different
camera angles, implementing live chat features for both dealers and players, and providing a
history of results, payouts, and statistics is what makes their technology top-notch.

They currently carry 6 different gaming types: Roulette, Blackjack, Baccarat, Casino
Hold'em , Three
Card Poker
, and 
Caribbean Stud Poker
. Each of these gaming platforms creates a new experience for the user. Roulette carries
multiple camera angles, giving views of the dealer, the table of play, the roulette wheel, and
other such views. This helps track the movement at the casino and brings solidarity to the online
space. The user can also enjoy from previous spin replays and previous number hits. This
allows users to implement strategic plays and find out which numbers and colors are hot or not.
They have also created a spin on this classic game with the implementation of two ball roulette.
This doubles the fun for users and is truly a spectacle to see.

The card games feature these same camera angles, which is production value that is rarely
seen in the in-house casino space. They also offer slow reveal techniques to heighten the
drama and intrigue with each turn card or final reveal. They do a great job at keeping the user
on the edge of their seats, applying high focus to key areas of these games. Their production
creates a scene that can only be found within a suspense movie, making it an electrifying
experience each time you hit it big.

This created partnership will carry over all of the titles in the Evolution mainframe. Cleopatra
casino will feature this content in the same production formats that it was intended for. This
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helps Cleopatra casino add a live casino company to their long list of providers and increase
elements of suspense, drama, and the human experience. This partnership is helping to bring
the user as close to the game they can get, helping the feel of these games replicate an
in-house experience. It is yet another innovation Cleopatra casino can add to its long list of
inclusions.

The success of a new online casino is usually limited to their scope of gaming providers.

A smaller scope will produce minimal results with less room to grow. These casinos often find
themselves stuck in this space and getting out of this rut is hard to accomplish. Cleopatra
Casino  has
started their journey in a progressive nature. They have focused their attention on acquiring
multiple sources from all different spaces, encompassing the entire online casino environment.
Whether it is tried and tested customer service means or producing the latest content in gaming
technology, the production companies that Cleopatra casino has partnered with have begun to
make their presence known. One of these companies existing in the live casino space is
Evolution Gaming.

Sponsor generated content by Cleopatra Partners

Have you ever wanted to write your own articles about poker? Maybe you've got some
experiences or opinions about poker that you'd like to share. PokerNews is proud to launch The
PN Blog
where you can have a platform to make your voice heard. 
Learn more here.

     

Read more http://news.google.com/news/url?sa=t&amp;fd=R&amp;ct2=us&amp;usg=AFQjCN
GMlLwbddCn4jId6SUvpLFsJKWvAA&amp;clid=c3a7d30bb8a4878e06b80cf16b898331&amp;
ei=lIkEWrPXF5aXhgHo-JmgCA&amp;url=https://www.pokernews.com/news/2017/11/cleopatra
-online-casino-adds-live-casino-games-by-evolution-29301.htm
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